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ABSTRACT SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SMALL NONLINEARITIES 
Miroslav SOVA, Praha 
Let U, X be two linear topological convex Banach spa-
ces over the real or complex number field, 9 a linear ope*-
rator from ft into X and F a transformation of VL intoX. 
For simplicity, we shall denote by J) (0) the domain 
of definition of & $ RC0) » SOAJL : AA, e J>(6) J , 
H(&) m iw: M, B J)(Q) , 6u, m 0 ? . Waturally 1 (6) , 
N(8) are linear subspaces of VL , RC8) of X . 
We shall consider and try to solve the equation QAJU « 
ss t,T(AA) where & fe 0 is a ("small") parameter. 
We shall give two existence theorems for this problem 
with fairly detailed proofs and three applications to semi-
linear wave equations without detailed proofs which will be 
treated in another paper. Our main purpose is to solve also 
the so called critical case. The non-critical case 
(HCQ)»iOI9K(9)mX)ia naturally included but is itself es-
sentially simpler. 
Our approach to the problem is geometrical but we have 
eliminated the complementability of the subspaces f?C8) , 
AMS, Primary 47H15 Ref. 2. 7.978.5 
Secondary 35L05 
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R ( 9 ) (i.e. the exiatence of correeponding projectora) 
by meane of quotient spacea. The aolvability of the ao cal-
led bifurcation equation ia postulated, but the neceasary 
properties of the solution are deduced from the propertiea 
of 9 and F . 
Geometrical approach to problema of thid type waa ini-
tiated by Ceaari and uaed by many authors (Hale, Lovicarov£, 
de Simon-Torelli, Torelli, Bancroft-Hale-Sweet, Hall, etc. 
- aee the bibliography at the end). 
Theorem 1. If 
(I) U ia a Banach apace and X a normed space. 
(II) for every sequence ^- e J>(&) such that QA^JU, J_§ 
compact, there exist9 a compact aequence AZ« e It such that 
4*^ - ALJ* e tf (6) , 
(III) lti(Q) p E C 0 ) are closed. 
(IV) for every AA, e U there exist an open subset M & U, 
and a conatant /m such that AA, B M and for every AA, , 
*Asx e M 
R FC-o^) - F(u>g) II *6 <m, I AA,^ - AA,1 II , 
then for every open subset & & VL aatiafyin^ 
(cc) there exiate a conatant c >• 0 atich that for eve-
S2L A*J, 4AJ' e S , AAJ ~ AA," B U(&) and f or every x e K.C8) 
»FCu/> -FC44,") - x II > m, IAAJ-AA," 1 , 
(/3 ) f o r every AA, m S f there exists a AX C S such 
that ^ - S 6 N ( 8 ) §M F C u ) e HC6) , 
(^> S n N(®) * 0 , 
tfc?rf mi*% a & > 0 and a function M> on < 0, <& > into 5 
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such that 
(a) Jh, i s continuous on (0,1$} f 
(b) / & C e ) e D C 8 ) , BM>(€>) • e F6& Ce)) for every 
0 < e e i r , 
(c) there exists a constant dL >> 0 such that for eve-
r j r ^ c - S a n d O ^ i t l ^ satisfying 
\A** --4-CO)II .6 d, M, eJ>C0); 0 6 e & <fr , Qu, - e F U ) , 
there is AC *s M* (&) . 
Proof- Let us denote Wm IKC8) , y s R C 0 ) . As these 
subspaces are closed by (III), we can introduce the quotient 
spaces Vs. /yf and 2 » */y with norms denoted by 
111 • lit and with zero denoted by € * 
Moreover, let TT be the canonical transformation of X 
onto Z which is defined by *IT\X as * - Y for every 
x e X , 
Now, we can replace the inequality in (oc) by 
(1) IBTTFU^) -TTFC^))II 2: (tuW^-^W 
and the inclusion F (XI) e HLC& ) in ( fi) by 
(2) TTFCiZ) ** € . 
Let B be a fixed open subset of U satisfying (oc) -
( « r > . 
Let us take S> « iw: v e V, %r n S ± 0 I . 
It follows from (/3 ) and (2) that there exists a trans-
formation J of S into U such that for every -or € S 
(3) JC^r) c V n S , 
(4) TTFUCv)) * <D . 
Further (^y) implies 
(5) © e S . 
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Bearing in mind the openness of S we obtain from 
(IV) that there exis t two constants $e and tm such that 
(6) ee > 0 , 
(7) <M>; IAL - J(€)H & 9t 1 s S , 
(8) HFCit^) - FCxtft)li .6 #n J ^ - A**a I 
for every 1 ^ - JCO)!l 6 96 , j j ^ - JCO)!! £ 9t . 
I t i s clear from (8) that 
(9) <wv 2 0 . 
Now we shal l prove that 
(10) I J ( v ) - J ( ic ) l A C ^ - f l ) l v - « l l 
for every » r̂ It £ j , fl JC*£) ~ JC<D)fl £ ~~ . 
To th is purpose, l e t us f i r s t f ix <v and w0 so that 
(11) 1 ^ 1 * -2- , 
(12) flJC^) - 3C§)li 6 & . 
I t follows from (3) , (6 ) , (7 ) and (11) that for every 0 < <ri £ 
£ -—- there ex i s t s an element <tr e U sat isfying 
(13) / ir i v n 5 , 1 ^ - :K^)I * ,Hlv-4£ « + *i • 
On the other hand, as JC^tp) e % and J CO) e (0 by (3), 
we obtain from (12) immediately that M<a£/H «£ ~£ which 
implies together with (11) that 
(14) Itt^lr- <V0 81 £ Y . 
Now, from (13) and (14) we obtain 
(15) I4T- 3 (0 )1 * l i r - J ( *£> l • I 3 (« fc ) - J^©)l £ 
£ ( l l ^ ~ % f f l + i X + ^ £ ~ e e + | - a e - 6 a e • 
Using (8) , (9) , (13) and (15), we have 
(16) W T T F ( 0 ( ^ ) ) - T T F ( ^ ) ! l l £ m I 3 M £ > - AT I £ 
.6 *n, III <v - % HI *• mt i j # 
On the other hand, (oo ) , ( ! ) , (3 ) and (13) imply 
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(17) «TTFC3(<ir))-TTFC<ir)!II ^ m, I U C « r ) - nr « . 
Now we see from ( 4 ) , ( 1 6 ) and (17 ) : 
0 - •TrFO(v))-TTF(JCv0;)H| £ 
fc«nF(J(v))-TrF(v)«- linTF(JC^))-TTFCv)HI *> 
2 m, II J Cv) - v II - /iu III V - % W - m i ^ 
which may be rewritten as 
(18) II J ( v ) - aril * 22L lH«r-«£fll + -22: ^ # 
Using (13) and (18), we have, f inal ly , 
HOUr)- JC^)!! .4 IIJCv)- trl + !1JCv0)- *HI >£ 
-* C ~ + 4)111 V - ^ I I U C ^ : + 4 ) ^ 
which implies (10) since it may be arbitrarily small. 
Let us now denote X - i*rt <ve¥, %vl\ & •? (— + *)"'J. 
It is clear that 
(19) Jf0 is a closed ball in V . contained in 3 , 
We shall prove 
(20) I J < « ) - JC^)II .£ C*~-l- 4>«<IE- « 111 
for every *q , ̂  € & 0 . 
To prove these, we use (10). Let us first take <*r ** tyi 
and V0 * 0 in (10), which is evidently admissible. Then we 
obtain IJC^)-JC<D)IUC^ + 4)lll^lll<C^^4)-*C^ + >irf m 
» "T'v • Consequently, we can take V » V and **£ » v in 
(10) and obtain immediately (20). 
Now we see easily from (6) and (20) that 
(21) IJCv) - 3(0)1 * ge for every *r e S0 . 
Let us now define & as an operator from IT into Y 
by the following way: -v € D C0) if and only if 
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V £.J)C9) and Bw is the common value of all dv 
for ir e 'V * 
We need to verify now that 
(22) 9 is a one-to-one operator from V onto Y and 
©"" is bounded. 
In fact, a is a one-to-one operator from V onto 
T by definition. We see almost immediately from (II) that 
9"* transforms compact sequences from Y into compact 
sequences from V* . This implies that 8~ is a bounded 
operator on Y into V . If this were not true, then the-
re would exist a sequence /*fo.€ Y such that R^* I £ \ 
and l l S ^ / ^ l l l - . * oo . Moreover, we can suppose M G~* «fa ft  > 
> 0 . Let us now take OL * III §" rĵ lll 2 .Then evidently 
oc^-> 0 and III ̂ o c ^ ^ ^ H U oc^ III ̂ "'V*,111 ~> <» . But this 
leads to a contradiction: <x%%f<y%, i
Q undoubtedly compact, 
on the other hand, &~* 0^*$%, cannot be compact. 
Let us rewrite (4) as 
.(23) F(J(*r)) 6 i for every v € $ . 
Now, (22) and (23) enable us to define 
$Ur) m gMFCJCv)) , ̂ reS . 
We obtain from (7),(8),(20) - (22) that 
(24) l#C*t;)-$(*£)l 6 l 8 r 1 l m t ( ^ * 4 ) H ^ - *"a »l 
for every ^ , *ra e *S0 . 
It follows from (19) and (24) that we can find a con-
stant & such that 
(25) 0-<*tiinFU(2^) + 4 3 ^ 9 
(26) i> $(lr) e ,$0 for every v € 3Q , 
(27) I t l ^ f C ^ ) - #$trattl £ 1 III ^ ~ ir2 B 
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for every v^ , V^ e $0 „ 
In virtue of (I),(19),(25) - (27), we can use the Ba-
nach fixed point theorem to the transformation e $ in the 
complete metric space SQ for every 0 m e m & and we 
obtain a function op on < 0 f 1* > into SLQ such that 
for every 0 m & & i?» 
(28) ^e)c|S0 , 
(29) e f C<pCe)) « 00(e) , 
(30) %>Ce) i s the unique solution in S 0 of the equation 
e < | ( v ) -» -or . 
By the definition of £ , we can rewrite (29) as 
(3D 3>Ce)€j)C&>, £ # C e ) • eFCJC<#Ce))> 
for every 0 < ^ £ ^ . 
Now we shall prove that 
(32) op i s a continuous function on < 0} & > . 
In fact, i t follows from (24),(25) and (29) in view of 
the definition of SQ that 
•f lp'e,)- •3pCe2)lll»l!lei$CyCe<t))- e2$C^Ce2»(ll * 
* l ^ - e ^ illfyCe^)!!!^ eAlllf Cy Ce,,)) ~<$C*>Ce2»« m 
m \*^~ t%\L**(9)m + lfrHm>l% + M% (% + 4)~<l + 
• * i S - ^ l m w C ^ + O l lyCe, , ) -*pCea>« • 
-lE1-ea IClll$CC))!l1-t-ll^ll/m,^34-| «yCe^)-^Ce2 ) l l l 
which implies 
ill ̂ Ce^)- ^Ceft)iil * 2 cIII #C©)iil + ifrHm *2 Ifî  - ea I 
and (32) is an immediate consequence. 
Let us now take yft-Ce) m DCOQCB)) for 0 m Z m & . 
It is easily seen from (3) ,(28) ,(31) and (32) that Jk> 
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satisfies (a) and (b). 
Thus we have only to prove the unicity assertion (c). 
It follows from (3)»(4) and (oo) that 
(33) for every M. c S such that TTFCa) « (D we have 
AA, m JCAA, +W) . 
Let us now take cL m -y C-^j- •*- 4 )~ and let ̂  sa-
tisfy the suppositions stated in (c) for some fixed 0 <• E -S 
& ^ . Let us take V m AJU -J- W . According to (28), we ha-
ve 144.-4^(0)1- I 44,- JCOI1 4 <£ « -f- (% + 4)-' 
which implies, in view of 0(0) € Q that 
Irlti f c^-Mr',i.e. 
(34) *r e -S0 . 
As 44, 6 D C Q ) , 6.44/ -* e F C44,) , we see first that 
TTFC-a,) •* <D which implies in consequence of (33) that 
(35) "* «• JCV) • 
On the other hand, we see that 
(36) vfil(S) , §V«eFC44.) . 
Using (35) and (36), we have 
(37) «r » e $ C*r) . 
Hence we obtain from (30),(34) and (37) that i r * ^ C £ ) and, 
as M>(&) m ^(^)(s)) , we have from (35) that AJL ** M* (&) 9 
which was to verify* 
'Remark 1* Theorem 1 generalizes many results provable 
under different hypotheses for special types of operators 6 
and j? . In particular, the differentiability of F plays 
an important role and was used in many papers - see the bib-
liography at the end. We shall give an abstract form of 
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sufficient differentiability conditiona in a aeparate note. 
Propoeition 1. If the condition (III) of Theorem 1 
holda. then the condition (II) of the same theorem is equi-
valent withs(Il') for every aequence .44 sD(6) such that 
^̂ jlt, J9 compact, there exists a weakly compact aequence 
Sfc e U euch that A ^ - ZL^ e N (8) • 
Proof. Ww aha11 use the operator 8 constructed in 
the preceding proof. 
Firat, if (II) holds, then by (22) of the above proof, 
8 is bounded and conaequently it transforms the compact 
sequences of y into the compact ones, and thereby as well 
into the weakly compact aequencee of V . From here immedia-
tely (II'). 
Conversely, if (II') hold** then we obtain by almost the 
same argument as in proving 122) that 8 ia bounded and con-
aequently it tranaform3 the compact aequencee of Y into the 
compact sequences of V • But this implies (II) by a simple 
way. 
Remark 2. According to the preceding Propo8ition 1, we 
can replace the hypothesis (II) of Theorem 1 by the condition 
(II*) of thia propoeition. 
Proposition 2. The conditiona (II).(Ill) in Theorem 1 
are equivalent with 
(II") 8 is a cloaed operator. 
(Ill") *R(8) ia a cloaed eubspace. 
Proof. Let us construct the operator 8 as above in 
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the proof of Theorem I. Moreover, we shall use the notation 
of this proof. 
We shall first verify that (II), (III) imply (II"), 
(III"). Obviously it sufficest to verify (II"). Using 
(22) from the above proof, we see that 8~* is a bounded 
operator on y into V . Consequently a is a closed ope-
rator from V onto y and it is easy to deduce from this 
the closedness of 9 itself. 
Conversely, let (II"), (III") hold. It follows imme-
diately from d l " ) that N ( S ) is closed. Therefore (III) 
holds. Further we obtain easily from (II"), (III") that 8 
is a one-to-one closed operator from V onto Y . Consequent-
ly, 9 is also closed, which implies, according to Banach 
closed graph theorem that it is continuous. Then (II) is an 
immediate consequence. 
Cf. also T. Kato: Perturbation theory of linear opera-
tors, p. 231. 
Remark 3. According to Proposition 2, we can replace the 
hypotheses (II),(III) of Theorem 1 by the conditions (II"), 
(III") of this proposition. 
Theorem 2. If 
(I) U , X are normed spaces. 
(II) for every sequence ,u,. e P (0 ) such that 0/U^ is 
bounded, there exists a compact sequence -4^« U- such that 
" - * - SM, * n ( Q ) f 
(III) N ( © ) , E ( Q ) are closed. 
<IV^ P is continuous on 11 into X , 
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then for every open subset S & U satisfying 
(°&) for every two sequences AA^} AA!J^ e S such that 
4bl - AA?1 6 N(Q ) and that for some sequence # ^ € 
e RC8) 
F(AAJ^) - P ^ ) - «^-> 0 , 
there is AJJ^ - ,u,̂  ~* 0 , 
(($),(y) as in Theorem 1« 
there exist a constant <& *> 0 and a function Xi> on < Q ? ^ > 
into S such that 
(a) >JvCe) — * M , ( Q ) C e —• 0+) and the set 
'I ^ ( & ) i 0 ^ & .6 i£ ? is compact* 
(b) as in Theorem 1. 
Proof. We shall use the first part of the proof of Theo-
rem 1 till (5)t only (1) must be replaced by 
(1) for every two sequences u'^ , AAJJ^ e S such that 
*-* - "'k * n ( Q ) and that T T P C H ^ ) - T T F ( ^ ) -* 0 , 
there is AA!^ - AA!]^ —* 0 . 
Hence we continue the numbering by (6). 
Now we shall prove that 
(6) 0 is continuous on $ into U . 
In fact, let *r e & and let ig^ , Ate 4 4,2, ••• f be 
an arbitrary sequence from J$ such that 
(7) ^ —*> v . 
As D C v ) e v by (3 ) , i t follows from (7) that we can always 
choose a sequence v^ f H> e i 4 , £ , . . # ? for which 
(8) 15̂  6 'V^ for every Je> e < 4, - I , . , . J , 
(9) t^, —> JC*r> . 
Bforeover, as 5 i s open and 0C*r) € 5 likewise by (3) 
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it follows from (9) that there exists a M^ e < 4,2,**. f 
such that 
(10) nr^ c 5 for M, & tos0 . 
According to (4), we have TTFCJCv>-«-0 andTTFCJCuj:)** 0 
for to, e €4f2f.00 ? and consequently we can write 
(11) i T F C O C ^ ) ) - ¥ F C i ^ ) • TTFCJC^)-TTFC^^) 
for Jk m <4929... 1 0 
But it follows from (IV) and (9) that TTFC:Kv)-TrFCt^>-* © 
and therefore in consequence of (11) 
(12) fTFCJC-w^) - T T F C ^ ) - ^ € -
Further, we see immediately from (3),(8) and (10) that 
(13) J(^)e5, \ t 5, VtV*) - tr^e W for to, 2? to,0. 
Thus (12) and (13) enable us to apply (1) from where we ob-
tain 
(14) ^ c^> - *{*, —* ° • 
Finally, combining (9) and (14), we see that OCifyJ)~+ D(tt), 
which was our aim to prove (6)# 
In consequence of (IV) there exists a constant se such 
that 
(15) *e > 0 f 
(16) <AJUt 144- DiOH* *ti c S , 
(17) IFC*,) - F C J C 0 » | * 4 for l ^ - J C O J ^ X . 
On the other hand, in consequence of (6), we can find a 
constant 9t0 such that 
(18) 0 <* *€0 £ M , 
(19) iO(v)~ 3(0)1 * U for |<y« * te„ . 
Let us now take «$0»{<rfl*riR-t£*C0f • 
It follows from (18) that 
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(2C) £0 is a closed ball in V , contained in -S> * 
We see immediately from (17) and (19) that 
(21) IFOCur)) ~ F O C © ) ) « *£ 1 for *r € SQ . 
Let us now define the operator § as in the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
We prove without difficulty under use of (I),(II),(III) 
that 
(22) 9 is a one-to-one operator from V onto Y such 
that v" is compact* 
Especially, in consequence of (22), there exists a 
subset K £ V such that 
(23) K is compact and convex in V • 
(24) d~4/y, m K for every <y, « Y , 
»^ - FCCK0))I «£ 4 . 
Owing to (4) 
(25) FC^Cv)) * Y for every <%r m 3 . 
Thus (22) and (25) enable us to define 
$CV) * 8-iFC^C<v)) , <v m $ . 
Now, we shall prove that 
(26) <$C**) c K , ^ c S 0 , 
(27) $ is continuous on S 0 into V 
In fact, (26) follows immediately from (21) and (24), 
and (27) from (III),(6) and (22). 
Using (20),(23) and (26), we can find a & ^ 0 such 
that 
(28) &$(<&) • S p for <V m $0 . 
So, (20),(26) - (28) enable us to apply the Schauder 
fixed point theorem to the transformation £ $ in S 0 
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for every 0 & C -tf i^ and thus we obtain the exis-
tence of a function y on < 0 , ̂  > into J3f0 such 
that for every 0 jt* c .£ ^ 
(29) <# C5) € £ K , 
(30) e$C*>Ce))-* apCe.) . 
But we can rewrite (30) as 
(3D ^Ce> eJ)(3), %yU)m eFCjCopCe) ) ) 
for every 0 & & ^ v* * 
Finally, let us take M> CB) m DCipCe)) for 0 -* 
It is now an easy matter to deduce (a) from (6),(23) 
and (29) and (b) from (3) and (31). 
Remark 4. The assertion on local unicity of the type 
(c) in Theorem 1 seems unprovable here, at least by the abo-
ve method. 
Remark 5. The condition (/? ) in Theorems 1 and 2 postu-
lates the solvability of the so called bifurcation equation 
in a completely general form. 
We give two more suggestive formulations: 
( ($') for every AA, e B there exists a <ur e N C 6 ) such 
that 
4t + «r * £ , T (<u, + <ur) m K(0) , 
( (I") for every AJL • S there exists a <ur e N (&) 
such that 
44, + w m £ , TTF(A4 + / n r ) » <D 
where IT i s the canonical transformation of X onto 
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X 
/ R Í ) aefined by TГÄ Ж Ä + R ( ) for л € X 
In the sequel we shall describe (Examples 1 - 3 ) some 
applications of Theorems 1 and 2 to the periodic problem 
for semilinear wave equations, without detailed proofa. (En 
these examples we denote by X the real number field and 
by C°° the aet of all infinitely differentiable functions 
gp on <09 2sr> whose derivations are 2 sr -periodic, 
i.e. g>**CO) - <pCil\2*r) for every 41 € <Q, 4,... I . 
Example 1. Let I be a real function on <092sr> x 
x <0,tt> * R such that 
(I) f CO, § ,tt,)m f(2ar, f, K ) for all 0 -6 g * *r, 
*- c R , 
(II) I ia continuous in all variables and 
for all Ofitti 2*r, O ^ f - * * , - - * * ! , - * * ! * ? > 
(III) there exist a constant c > 0 and a number »> € 
« {0,*! ao that 
C-^f^Cf Ct,f,/ta)-f Ct, f, /t^)] -s c C* a- *, ) 
for all 0 mt m 2ir, 0 & § * ir , t^ m /tx . 
Then there exist a constant t> > 0 and a real function 
/£ fin < 0 9 2 i r > x < 0 , ^ r > x < 0 9 i » > auch that 
(A) * C 0 , f f «> - ^ J * , f , * > fpy §1A 
0 m § m ir , 0 * B * <& , aM <& *ff cpn^nugua 
in a l l variables. 
(B) SQ gCv)* C<*, § , e ) d t : iff fr4<*ff c^n-
timumaly derivable in 0 A f ^ >̂ for every 
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j J в C * , 0 < i é tÿ , 
JQ gŕ(ъ)Л>(т, Ş,t)dL<ts --та J <?(<*)&(<r,ş,є)dт* 
.гяr 
$ţг -o 
m e J0 <p(r) £(<c, §, A (<t, f, e ) <±v 
for every <p e C*°, 0 m § £ sr, 0 < e * <& §M 
, & C t , 0 , e ) m M>(t>*r,&)mO for every 0 * t 6 .2*r , 
0 < e -£ ^ , 
(C) there exists a constant d > 0 such that for 
any real fmiction AJL on < 0 , Har > x < 07<rr > and for 
0 < fi, .6 1> satisfying /4*Ct, § ) - .4* Ct, f, 0 ) ! -6 <£ 
for every 0 - . f e t - 6 _ 2 . f r , 0 £ § m) ST and the above 
properties (A)«(B) with AA, instead of M* , there i s 
>u.Ct, § ) m JH>(t, f, e ) for every 0 .£ t -6 -2 ir , 
0 * f -£ *r . 
Outline of the proof* We choose 11 m X -» *£ *» the real 
Banach space of a l l real continuous functions on 
<Q92sr> x<Q,n> such that ,0,(0, f ) m AA.(2ST,$) 
for 0 -« f -6 jr with the maximum norm. 
Now 0 i s defined as follows: AA, C J K 0 ) «s----*> 
( 1 ) 44V « <£ , 
(2) .u, Ct , 0) m AX, (t fsr) for all 0 m* t & 2 sr , 
(3) *t g? C«r) 4i, Ctr, • ) cL t is twice continuously 
derivable for all g> m C°° , 
(4) there exists a function M, e *€ such that 
^ V ^ ^ ^ f >**- jp J0*%(<e)AA,(<t,§)dv ** 
JUT 
- ,£ yCr)*HCr, f )dt 
for all y tf C * and 0 6 § * IT . 
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Then &AA, » M. . 
Further F is defined for all AJL m *€ by the for-
mula 
FCa,)ct,f ) m £Ct,§,AA*Ct,§)) . 
Finally we choose S -* Tl . 
Now i t suffices to verify that 9 , F , B satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1* But this i s elaborate and wil l be 
described elsewhere. 
Example 2. Let f' be a real function on <0, 2sr> x 
x <0,sr > x J l x J L x R such that 
(I) rC0,f , * , ^ , f c ) « £mC2sr9 ? , *>, f t , g,) 
for a l l 0 4 f * jr, *,, * t , £ « & , 
(II) £* i s continuous in a l l variables and 
for all O ^ t i U , 0 * f * -T, I *, I, I * 4 I, I ft, I , 
'4-a1, '*, ' , J*4' -- P , 
(III) there exist three constants a,,Sr,a, a + ir - 4 are > 0 
and a number a> c {0, 4 } such that 
for a l l 0 - 4 t -i 2 ^ r , 0 * g 6 *r , fy * 4*M , 
*i* t* > "ft**. * n ' 
Then there exist a constant *fh 2* 0 and a real function 
M> cja <0,lsr> x <0,,*r> x <0,v> such that 
(A) ^ C 0 , f , e ) ** &(l*r, § , e) for a l l 
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0 & f» tm $r9 0 m* €> * & , & ia continuous in a l l vari-
ab les. ji>t , M>^ ffxjat everywhere and qre alao continuoua 
in a l l variab les. 
(B) f qp (x ) &> (v, f , e*) d T ia twice continu-
ousl.y derivable in 0 m £ & jr for every g? m C*0 , 
0 *- C * ^ , 
2$r 3/1 jur 
f0 <p"(tz)&(r,f,e)dv- -im f0 <p('c)Ai,(v,f,e)dv*z 
m e f*9<*)r(V,f94>C*,f9m),*J*,%9^^ 
for every <p m C*°, 0 * f, * *r9 0 * e * t$>, 4> (t, 0, £> m 
m & (t,trr, e ) m 0 for every 0 -6 t & 2 <r , 
0 < $, & <& , 
(C) aa in Example 1. 
Outline of the proof. We chooae X m <g (see Example 1) 
and U m *C* m the apace of all continuously differential)* 
le function8 from € with the norm I u. fl^, * IM* ~L + 
Now 9 i8 defined aa the reatriction of the 9 from 
Example 1 to the space *£* and it operates consequently 
from U - <£* into X • V . 
Further F ia defined for all 44- c *t' by the formula 
T(uHt9f) - r<t,f,*<t,p,4frt<t,f), ^<t,p>. 
Aa in Example 1 we chooae & ** U • 
Our example follows again from Theorem 1, but the ela-
borate verification of ita hypotheses will be given elsewhe-
re. 
Example fr Lfit £ be aa in Example 1 with the following 
property: 
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(I) aa in Example 1, 
(II) i ja continuous in a l l vaxlahlea* 
(III) there exist two constants a, > 0 f at, £ 4 and a 
number T> % i 0 ., 4 \ auchthat 
(~4)*U(t,f9*,2)-£(t,?,*,)] * * X I ^ I ^ ^ - l ^ l *
- \ - l 
for a l l 0 *t m 1ST , 0 * f * sr, K^ * n>% • 
Then there exist a constant <& >> 0 and a real function 
A on <0f2*r>x<0fjr>x<0f<&> such that 
% U) ^ C O , f , e ) « 4.C2JT, f, a ) fOf f H flefa 
6 j r , f f 6 e ^ b i r - the function fr \s uniformly b^mflftfl 
in a l l variables.. £,(t,%,i)-^&'ttf§,0)($~+0+) 
uniformly in 0 4 t & £sr 9 0 * f * *r , and the func-
tiona 4%>(»9* f 2,) f 0 6 & & <& , are equicontinuous in both 
variables> 
(S) aa in Example 1. 
Outline of the proof. We chooae U 9 X and we con-
atruct 9 f T aa in the proof of Example 1. 
Further we chooae S m U . 
Then we can verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2, but 
thia will be given elsewhere* Our example is an immediate 
consequence. 
Remark 6. The assertions (B) in Examplea 1 - 3 say that 
the function jf* 0 f • • £ ) i & a generalised solution (in the 
sense of Petrowaky) of the wave equation AA,^ - AA*-- m 
m •ef ( t , § 9 AA* (tf | » (ExampleA 1 and 3) or ^ i t -
- - " f t - ex'Ct, %9A»<tff)9 ^Ct fp,^ fCt,p) (Example 2). 
Thi8 is easily verifiable by means of the integration by 
parte and by approximation* 
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Remark 7. An application of Theorem 2 to the caae stu-
died in Example 2 is not possible. In fact, for the opera-
tor 9 constructed in Example 2, operating from <£* into 
*€ , we cannot verify (I) of Theorem 2. This problem,.will 
be solved in a subsequent paper. 
Addendum. After this note was written, we have been 
acquainted with two preprints of W.S. Hall (The bifurcation 
of periodic solutions in Banach spaces I,II), where the met-
hod of quotient spaces is used, too. 
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